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C HAP T E R 5

Radar circuits are no more complicated than
other electrical circuits. They are nothing
more than new combinations of circuits which
have been used for many years in other instru-
ments. Up to this point, the manual has described
these standard circuits. The rest of the manual,
however, deals with these same circuits in new
combinations-combinations called radar cir-
cuits.

The purpose of this chapter is to prepare
you for the discussion of the radar circuits in
the following chapters. It discusses the basic
principles of radar, the components of radar sets,
and in general gives you a basis for understand-
ing individual radar circuits in terms of a com-
plete radar set.

DEFINITION

The word Radar is a contraction of the expres-
sion RAdio Detection And Ranging. The itali-
cized capitalized letters, as you can see, form the
word Radar. Radar is thus an application of
radio principles to detect objects that cannot
be observed visually and to determine the direc-
tion, range, and elevation.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

You know from experience that when you
make a loud noise, such as a shout or a gunshot,
you often hear an echo of that noise. Sometimes
you hear several echoes from the same noise,
some of them apparently coming from different
directions. Without looking, you know that
there is a building, hill, grove of trees, or some
other object nearby In the direction of the first
echo, and another similar object still further

away in the direction of the second echo. Ob-
viously, the loud noise consisted of sound waves,
which started out at your location and, on strik-
ing the object, were reflected. As these reflected
sound waves move by you, you hear them. Ac-
cording to the science of physics, sound travels
at a constant rate. Therefore, it took a certain
amount of time for the sound waves to go to
the object and return to you as an echo. And still
more time would have been required had the ob-
ject been farther away. Furthermore, you are
able to tell the direction of the object which
caused the echo because of your ability to hear.
With this faculty, your brain tells you that the
object creating the echo is to the right, left, or
in front of you.

In the same way, radar depends on creating
and picking up an echo-a radio echo. Radar
sets send out short, strong bursts of radio energy.
Many of these bursts of energy strike objects in
the vicinity and are reflected back to the site
of the radar set. When the time required for the
energy to go to the object and to return is care-
fully measured and translated into distance in
miles or feet, it is possible to determine the dis-
tance of the object causing the echo. In early
radar sets, two antennas were used to compare
the strength of the reflected energy. From this
comparison it was possible to determine the direc-
tion from which the echo came. For the same
purpose, modern sets employ various types of
directional antennas. Thus Radar, like the
method you use in determining the direction and
distance of an object causing a sound echo,
determines the distance and direction of an ob-
ject creating a radio echo.

In radar terminology, the reflected energy is
called the radar echo or simply the echo. The ob-
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ject, principally due to military influence, is
called the target.

Modern radar technique is highly developed.
Sets are unbelievably accurate; in many cases
they are almost completely automatic. Yet,
regardless of their stage of development, all de-
pend upon this simple principle of creating and
detecting a radio echo.

RADAR SYSTEMS

Essentially, a radar system consists of a trans-
mitter which sends out radio signals, a receiver
which is located at the same site, and an indi-
cator which gives a visual indication of echoes
returned by a target.

When a radio signal which has a constant fre-
quency is emitted by a radio transmitter, radio
waves, in a manner similar to light and sound
waves, travel out in all directions and are re-
flected by any object that they strike. On strik-
ing the object, components of the wave are re-
flected and likewise travel in all directions. Some
of the reflected waves return to the site of the
transmitter originating them, where they are
picked up by the receiver, providing it is tuned
to the correct frequency.

This is a simple explanation. Naturally, there
are some problems which must be solved. First,
there is the problem of having a powerful trans-
mitter near the receiver and operating on the
same frequency. In order for the receiver to
detect the reflected signal, and thus indicate the
presence of the target, the transmitter signal
must be prevented from affecting the receiver.

The second problem is measuring distance. If
a continuous constant frequency signal were
transmitted, it would be impossible for the re-
ceiver to distinguish between various echoes at
different distances, for they would all be alike.
Thus, some means must be provided to eli-
minate the problems involved in using constant
frequency signals.

There are several systems which satisfactorily
solve these problems. They are the frequency
modulation system, the frequency shift system,
and the pulse modulation system. The last sys-
tem is the most important and is the only one
discussed in detail in this manual.
Frequency Modulation System

Because each cycle of a frequency modulated
wave differs by a small increase in frequency
from the others of that wave, a frequency modu-

lation system makes it possible to identify each
cycle of a wave transmitted and to recognize it
from all others when it returns to the receiver.
By designing a transmitter which produces a
signal which regularly changes over a known
range of frequencies, it is possible to identify
any particular reflected signal cycle.
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Frequency Modulation Chart

An example of a frequency modulated signal
is plotted against time in the frequency modula-
tion chart. AB shown, the 420 mc frequency
increases linearly to 460 mc and then quickly
drops to 420 mc again. Wilen the frequency
drops to 420 me, the frequency cycle starts over
again.

Since the frequency regularly changes 40 mc
with respect to time, you can use its value at
any time during its cycle as the basis for comput-
ing the time elapsed after the start of the fre-
quency cycle. For example, at time to the trans-
mitter sends a 420 mc signal toward an object.
It strikes the object and returns to the receiver
at time t, when the transmitter is sending out
a new frequency of 440 mc. Thus, since f changes
from 420 me to 460 me in 12.4 microseconds, the
time required for the 420 me signal to change

f . 20 f .rom 420 to 440 me 18 40 0 12.4 or 6.2 micro-

seconds. Radar waves strike and return from an
object one mile away in 12.4 microseconds.
Therefore, the distance of the object .in the

1· 6.2 1 ilexamp e 18 12.4 or 2" m e.

In the frequency modulation system, two
separate signals are fed to the receiver at the
same time. For example, at t, the 440 mc
transmitted signal and the 420 mc reflected
signal reach the receiver simultaneously. When
these two signals are mixed in the receiver,



a beat note results. The frequency of the beat
note varies directly with the distance to the
object, increasing as the distance increases.
A device that measures frequency can be cali-
brated to indicate range (distance to object).

Frequency-Shift System

Another system for making the received echo
change continuously in frequency in order to
locate remote objects is the frequency shift
system. This system is based on the Doppler
effect, a fan.iliar example of which is the change
in pitch of un automobile horn as the car ap-
proaches. Radio waves act in the same way.
If the source of radio energy (in the case of
radar, an object from which radio waves are
reflected) is moving rapidly, the frequency of
the radiated energy (the echo) changes. In radar,
employing the Doppler effect to locate objects
is based on the transmission of continuous or
unmodulated radio waves toward the object.
At the receiver the frequency of the waves re-
flected by the object is changed provided the
object moves toward or away from the receiving
point. Cross-wise.movement (which would de-
scribe a circle around the receiving point) would
not change the frequency. The amount of change
is proportional to the speed at which the object is
moving toward or away from the receiving point.
Since the receiver is located near by the trans-
mitter, it receives a signal from both the trans-
mitter and the remote object. When the object
is moving toward or away from it, the receiver
receives a frequency from the remote object
that is different from the transmitter frequency.
The detector in the receiver responds to the dif-
ference in frequency. If the object is not moving
or if it is moving crosswise to a radius drawn
through it, the returning frequency is the same
as the transmitter frequency, and the detector
response is zero. It is therefore impossible by
the frequency shift method to detect objects
which are not approaching or moving away from
the receiver.

The frequency shift principle is sometimes used
in conjunction with a pulsed radar set to eli-
minate echoes from stationary objects. For ex-
ample, at air bases in mountainous areas, the
mountains cause radar echoes so strong that
the weaker echoes from aircraft flying in the
vicinity are obscured on the radar screen. By
applying the frequency shift principle, the
moving objects can be differentiated from sta-
tionary objects. The echoes from the stationary
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objects can be eliminated, and the radar operator
is able to see only the flying aircraft. In practice,
the radar set itself uses the pulse system and
the frequency shift detector device is a supple-
mentary component attached to the radar set.
This device is called a moving target indicator.

Pulse System

The pulse system of detection is employed in
almost all radar sets. In this system, the trans-
mitter is turned on for short periods and off
for long periods. During the period when the
transmitter is turned on, it transmits a short
burst of energy called a pulse. When a pulse
strikes any object, part of the reflected energy is
returned to the receiver, where it is displayed on
the screen of a cathode ray tube. (The cathode
ray tube is a device capable of measuring periods
of time as short as one-millionth of a second.)
Since the transmitter is turned off after each
pulse, it does not interfere with the receiver (as
would be the case if a constant signal were
used).

Complete location of an object in space by
radar pulses depends upon two factors-the
range or the distance of the target, and the
direction, including both the azimuth and ele-
vation directions of the target.

DETERMININGRANGE.The successful use of a
pulse-modulated radar set depends primarily
on its ability to measure distance in terms of
time. When radio energy is radiated into space,
it continues to travel with a constant velocity.
Its velocity is that of light, or about 186,000
statute miles per second or 162,000 nautical
miles per second. In more useful terms, radio
waves travel a nautical mile in 6.2 microseconds.
They travel a radar mile, that is, a go and return
mile, in 12.4 microseconds.

This constant velocity is used in radar to
determine the distance or range of a target by
measuring the time required for a pulse to travel
to a target and return. Suppose, for example, a
pulse of radio energy is transmitted toward a
target some distance away and the radar echo
returns after 620 microseconds. Energy moves
a mile and back or a radar mile in 12.4 micro-
seconds. Therefore, the distance of the target is
620 0 il12.4 or 5 m es.

In order to use the time-range relationship,
a time-measuring device must be used. The
cathode ray tube is useful for this purpose
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since it responds to changes as rapid as one micro-
second apart. A time base is provided by using
a linear sweep to produce a known rate of mo-
tion of an electron beam across the screen of
the cathode ray tube.

The formation of the time base is shown in
the illustration below. In CD a radar pulse is
leaving the airplane. At the time the pulse is
radiated, the spot on the screen of the cathode
ray tube is deflected vertically for a brief in-
stant, then it continues across the screen to the
right. In ® and CD the pulse is traveling to-
ward the target and the spot is moving across
the screen. When the pulse strikes the target,
there is no deflection, since energy is at the target
itself. In CD the reflected pulse is returning. In
® the reflected energy has returned to the

r=>.

receiver and there is a second vertical deflec-
tion of the spot on the right side of the cathode
ray screen. The distance between the two up-
ward deflections serve as the basis for deter-
mining the range of the target from the radar
antenna. Assume, for example, that the set is
designed so the spot moves across the cathode
ray tube in 700 microseconds. The spot was al-
most to the end before the echo arrived, its posi-
tion indicating that it took 620 microseconds to
reach that point. Since radar waves travel one
radar mile in 12.4 microseconds, the range of the

t· hill· . 620 50 miltarge ill t e ustration IS -2- or es1 .4
away. The last picture shows another pulse being
emitted and the start of the formation of a new
time base.
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DETERMINING DIRECTION. Two dimensions
must be considered in determining the direction
of a target. One is azimuth, which is the relative
horizontal direction of the target with respect to
some direction reference expressed in degrees.
For example, this direction may be expressed
with reference to true north if the radar set is a
ground installation or with reference to the head-
ing of the airplane if the set is airborne. The
other dimension is elevation, which, like azimuth,
can also be expressed in degrees. Elevation ex-
presses the angular degrees that the target is
above or below the radar set.

The determination of azimuth and elevation
depend upon the directional characteristics of
antennas and antenna arrays. Antennas for
performing these functions are· discussed later
in this manual.

r\

BASIC ELEMENTS OF PULSE SYSTEMS OF RADAR

The basic elements in a typical pulse radar
system are the timer, modulator, antenna, re-
ceiver, indicator, and transmitter.
Timer

The timer, or synchronizer, is the heart of all
pulse radar systems. Its function is to insure
that all circuits connected with the radar sys-
tem operate in a definite time relationship with
each other, and that the interval between pulses
is of the proper length. The timer may be a
separate unit by itself, or it may be included in
the transmitter.
The Modulator

The modulator is usually a source of power for
the transmitter. It is controlled by the pulse from
the timer. It sometimes is called the keyer.
The Transmitter

The transmitter provides RF energy at an
extremely high power for a very short time. The
frequency must be extremely high to get many
cycles into the short pulse.
The Antenna

The antenna is very directional in nature be-
cause it must obtain the angles of elevation and
bearing of the target. To obtain this directivity
at centimeter wavelengths, ordinary dipole an-
tennas are used in conjunction with parabolic
reflectors. Usually, in order to save space and
weight, the same antenna is used for both trans-
mitting and receiving. When this system is
used, some kind of switching device is required
for connecting it to the transmitter when a pulse

TRANSMITTER

MODULATOR
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DIRECT PATH ANTENNA

RECEIVER

INDICATORTIMER

Elements in Pulse Radar System

is being radiated, and to the receiver during the
interval between pulses. Since the antenna only
"sees" in one direction, it is usually rotated
or moved about to cover the area around the
radar set. This is called searching. The presence
of targets in the area is established by this
searching.

Receiver
The receiver in radar equipment is primarily

a super-heterodyne receiver. It is usually quite
sensitive. When pulsed operation is employed,
it must be capable of accepting signals in a band-
width of one to ten megacycles.
Indicators

The indicators present visually all the neces-
sary information to locate the target on the indi-
cator screen. The method of presenting the data
depends on the purpose of the radar set. Since
the spot "scans" the indicator screen to present
the data, the method of presentation is often
referred to as the type of scan.
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The following are several of the common
types of scan used in radar receivers:

Type A scan, in which the spot maintains a
constant intensity, starting the instant a pulse
of energy is radiated by the transmitter and
travelling at a constant speed across the face of
the indicator. When the spot reaches the right
side of the indicator, it is blanked out, jumps
quickly back to the left side, and repeats the
process. Receiver echoes cause a vertical de-
flection of the spot, roughly proportional to
the strength of the received signal. The hori-
zontal distance between transmitted pulse and
echo represents distance to the target. Although
the principle function of this scan is to deter-
mine the distance of the object, it is possible to
obtain a rough approximation of 'direction by
rotating the antenna until the maximum echo
is received.

Type B scan, which presents the bearing and
range of reflecting objects as abscissa and or-
dinate, respectively. In this system, a highly
directional antenna system is rotated about a
vertical axis. This causes the radiated beam to
cover a horizontal plane and gives the spot on
the screen a horizontal motion which corresponds
to at least a part of the angle of rotation of the
antenna system. In the absence of other deflec-
tion, the scanning spot describes a bright hori-
zontal line across the lower portion of the indi-
cator. This line represents the transmitted pulses
and is the so-called "base-line" of the pattern.
A uniform vertical motion from bottom to top
of the screen is also given to the scanning spot,
each vertical line being synchronized with a
transmitter pulse for indication of range. The
repetitive vertical sweep is very much more
rapid than the horizontal sweep, and the spot is
maintained at low intensity. When an echo is
received, the signal is impressed on the control
grid of the indicator, causing a bright spot to
appear on the screen. The position of this spot
to the right or left of the center line of the screen
indicates the azimuth of the target (its angle to
the right or left of the radar set). The height of
the spot above the base line indicates range or
distance of a target.

The PPI (PLAN POSITION INDICATOR), which
is another type of scan for presenting range
and bearing (direction) information. You can
think of the PPI scan as a modified type of B-
scan, in which rectangular coordinates are re-
placed by Polar coordinates. The antenna gen-

erally is rotated uniformly about the vertical
axis so that searching is accomplished in a hori-
zontal plane. The beam is usually narrow in
azimuth and broad in elevation, and large num-
bers of pulses are transmitted for each rotation
of the antenna. AB each pulse is transmitted,
the unintensified spot starts from the center of
the indicator and moves toward the edge along
a radial line. Upon reaching the edge of the
indicator, the spot quickly jumps back to the
center and begins another trace as soon as the
next pulse is transmitted. AB the antenna rotates,
the path of the spot rotates around the center of
the indicator screen so that the angle of the radial
line, on which the spot appears, indicates the
azimuth of the antenna beam, and distance
out from the center of the indicator indicates the
range. When an echo is received, the intensity
of the spot is increased considerably, and a
bright spot remains at that point on the screen,
even after the scanning spot has passed it.
Thus it is possible with this scan to produce a
map of the territory surrounding the observing
station on the indicator tube. This type of scan
is useful when the radar set is used as an aid to
navigation.

Type C scan, in which the echo appears as a
bright spot with the azimuth angle as the
horizontal coordinate and the elevation angle as
the vertical coordinate. This type of scan has
been used by night fighters to aid in following
an enemy plane.

Type E scan, a modification of the B scan
on which an echo appears as a bright spot with
the range as the horizontal coordinate and the
elevation as the vertical coordinate. This type
of scan is used in directing planes in making a
blind landing. The approaching planes must
follow a certain angular line to reach the touch-
down point at the left of the screen.

Type G scan. On this scan only the echo ap-
pears. It is a bright spot on which wings grow
as the distance to the target is diminished. Azi-
muth appears as the horizontal coordinate and
elevation as the vertical. This type of scan is
used for pointing guns by hand, Centering the
spot indicates correct aim. When the wings grow
to a certain length, the range is correct for a
volley from the guns.

Type J scan, a modification of the A scan in
which the spot rotates in a circle near the edge
of the CRT face. An echo appears as a deflec-
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tion from the circle. As the distance changes, the
deflection moves around the circle like the pointer
of the aneroid altimeter. Its chief use is as a
radar altimeter.

Type L scan, another variation of the A scan
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Types of Scans

which indicates azimuth by comparing signals
from the left and right antennas. It is used in
homing operations. The ratio of the signal am-
plitudes from the two antennas indicates the
error in homing.
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Pulse Characteristics

PULSE SHAPE, LENGTH, AND REPETITION
FREQUENCY

The effectiveness of a radar set on a particu-
lar mission is increased by designing it so the
transmitted pulse has the proper characteristics.
The most important characteristics of a radar
pulse are its shape, length, and repetition fre-
quency.

Pulse Shape

The shape of the pulse determines range ac-
curacy, minimum and maximum range, and reso-
lution or definition of target.

RANGE ACCURACY. Range accuracy depends~ ...•~.--.~
to a large degree on the leadiiig edge of the
pulse. A pulse with a §!t.arplea~g e2.~ provides
a definite time from which to measure the start
of the pulse and a better picture on the indicator
scope than one produced by a pulse with a slop-
ing leading edge.

MINIMUM RANGE. Detection of objects at
the minimum range of the set requires a pulse
which has a sharp trailing edge. Sloping trail-
ing edges increase the width of a pulse and con-
sequently cause inaccuracy in range since the
edge of the pulse may itself cover several range
miles.

MAXIMUM RANGE. To achieve maximum
range, the pulse must be flattopped and be suffi-
ciently long in duration. A flat top in a pulse
means that the energy in the pulse is constant
for the duration of the pulse and all cycles re-
flected will have the greatest possible strength.
Long pulses mean more cycles to strike the tar-
get and be reflected.

RANGE RESOLUTION. Range resolution, the
ability to indicate very small differences in
range where the targets are in the same direc-
tion, requires narrow pulses.

Pulse Length
Pulse length determines minimum range of

equipment. The length of the pulse length must
be such that the transmitter is shut off by the
time the received echo returns from the target.
Therefore, the shorter the pulse, the closer to
the set echoes can be received. On the other
hand, long pulses provide greater maximum
range since a long pulse provides more energy
for the target to reflect. Long pulses also make
possible a reduction in the bandwidth of the
receiver. This results in less noise and an exten-
sion of range. Pulse durations used in radar
equipment vary from as little as 0.25 micro-
seconds to as much as 50 microseconds with the
most common systems employing pulse durations
ranging from one to ten microseconds.

Pulse Repetition Frequency
The pulse repetition frequency rate (PRF)

largely determines the maximum range, and to
some degree, the accuracy of a radar set. As you
can readily see, the actual time elapsing between
the beginning of one pulse and the beginning of
the next, called the pulse repetition period, is
the reciprocal of the pulse repetition frequency.
Thus, for example, if the pulse repetition fre-
quency is 400 cycles per second, the pulse repeti-
tion period is 1/400 seconds, or 2500 micro-
seconds. When the frequency is too high-that
is, when the period between pulses is too short-
the echo from the farthest target may return to
the receiver after the transmitter has emitted



another pulse, making it impossible to tell
whether the observed pulse is the echo of the
pulse just transmitted or the echo of the preced-
ing pulse. Such a condition is referred to asr.~..- tlioug t e pulse repetition rate must be
kept low enough to realize the required maxi-
mum range, it must also be kept high enough
to avoid some of the pitfalls a single pulse
might encounter. If a single pulse were sent
out by a transmitter, atmospheric conditions
might attenuate it, the target might not reflect
it properly, or moving parts-such as a propeller
--might throw it out of phase or change its
shape. When it did return, you might blink
your eyes just when it would be displayed on the
screen and you would not see it at all. Thus,
information derived from a single pulse would
be highly unreliable. But by sending many pulses,
one after another, many good ones will return.
The equipment will/integrate or sum up the good
points of all the pulses and present you with a
good clear reliable picture. Equipment is there-
fore designed in such a way that many pulses,
ten or more, are received from a single object.
In this way, effects of fading are somewhat re-
duced. At short ranges, such as those used in
gun-laying sets, the repetition frequency is in-
creased in order to insure accurate short-range
measurements. Many echoes are received from
one target, and the integrating effect is in-
creased. This makes possible more accurate range
and bearing determination, highly necessary
in gun-laying equipment. C::p() Je; J

¥other factor -affec.tin the mISe rEfDeti~idll
frequency is the rate of angular motion of the

searc - g e enslVe re OI!§. If the
an enna IS move tough too large an angle
between pulses, not only will the number of
pulses-per-target be too low, but there may even
be areas in which targets may exist without
their being detected. In this connection, still

T = 1
PRF
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another factor to consider is the sharpness of
the antenna beam. A sharp beam must be pulsed
more often than a wide beam to avoid skipping
over targets.

Tactical employment of a radar set determines,
to a large degree, the pulse repetition frequency
to be used. 1:,ong-rangesearch sets, covering dis-
tances to 150 miles re uire a ulse rate slow
enoug 0 ow echoes from targets at e
maxnnum range to n to the receiver efore
t e transmitte 'I.g-". ILulsed. Higher pulse
ra es are used in aircraft interception sets where
the maximum range is around 10 miles.

Power Requirements in Pulse System

The maximum range which a radar set can
attain obviously depends largely on the power
output of the set. Enough power must be ra-
diated so that at the maximum :@]1g~, e-
recei~d....e_cll.o_Sigtra1Wi1f: - e RO~~~~v-"e~l..;;;a~t~
kE!l't equal to the electronic noise level at the. --recer er,
Radar systems have been developed to the
degree where they transmit the largest peak
power ever radiated by any type radio transmit-
ting equipment. This peak power is sometimes
as high as 5 megawatts, and seldom less than
20 kilowatts.

In considering power requirements, you must
distinguish between two kinds of power out-
put-peak power, which is the power during a
pulse, and average power, which is the average
power over the pulse repetition period. While the
peak power is very large, the average power may
be small, because of the great difference between
pulse duration and pulse interval.

The ratio of the pulse length to the pulse repe-
tition period is known as the duty cycle. To con-
vert peak power into average power, multiply
the peak power by the duty cycle. These terms
are defined in the illustration below. For the pulse
waves shown, the relation between the peak

P
AVE P PEAK X S X PRF

- - ,..--
PULSE WIDTH.S _ -- r-

AVERAGE

PULSE REPETITION POWER~ PAVE
PEAK POWER~ PpEAK

PERIOD~T J- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - -
!

Definition of Pulse Characteristics
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PULSE PEAK I AVERAGE MAXIMUM

PRF WIDTH POWER POWER RANGE

1- CD -+ ~ t }Increase

~ ~ CD t t+- t

No Change CD t t-+ ~

+ CD CDDecrease -+ ~ ---+-

Circle denotes the elements (characteristics) which are varied. For example, if the
PRF is increased, then the average power must be increased to maintain the same
peak power. This results in less maximum range (less listening time).

Effect of Varying Pulse Characteristics

power and the average power is expressed by
the equation,

Pave=Ppeak xS XPRF -
where S is the pulse length in seconds.

The amount of power that a transmitter must
radiate depends first on the minimum amount
of power to which the receiver will respond, and
second, on the elements which govern attenua-
tion of power to and from the target. Such ele-
ments are moisture in the atmosphere, clouds,
and weatherproof covering over the antennas.

The effect of varying the pulse characteristics
is summarized in the table above.

USES OF RADAR

The following are some of the uses of radar.
1. Aircraft Warning (AW), or Early Warn-

ing (EW). Reporting the presence of targets at
long range to a central reporting station, and
continuing the search for other targets.

2. Ground Controlled Interception (GCI).
Directing :fighterplanes from a ground installa-
tion to attack positions against enemy bomber
formations.

3. Aircraft Interception (AI). Directing fight-
er planes from an airborne installation to attack
positions against enemy aircraft. These planes
were later called Night Fighters.

4. Identification, Friend or Foe (IFF).
Providing immediate identification of planes and
ships.

5. Air to Surface Vessels (ASV), or sea
search. Detecting enemy shipping at distances
up to 100 miles or more from an airborne

. installation.
6. Bombing Through Overcast (BTO). Di-

recting bombing of enemy targets through over-
cast with a high degree of accuracy.

7, Ground Controlled Approach (GCA). Di-
recting planes to land through zero visibility.

8. Tail Warning (TW). Detecting the ap-
proach of planes from the rear and protecting
the tail position of the plane.

9. Beacons, or navigational aids. Providing
a coded indication of bearing and distance to a
known point.

10. Gun-laying Radar (AGL). Sighting the
guns aboard an aircraft. Radar continuously
gives the present position of the enemy aircraft.
The radar data is fed to a computer which pre-
dicts place where the enemy aircraft will be when
the projectile arrives. This prediction is used
to aim the guns and the operator can fire at any
time.


